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Overview
• Research aim. Parallels between public policy and IT projects from the
perspective of traditional RE practice.
• Method. Explorative case study where we categorized the motivating problem,
goals and solutions for eight topics in North American mainstream media.
• Results. Evidence of
• policy failures parallel project failures traceable to requirements engineering
problems.
• bias across all stakeholder groups, similar to the rise of the “beliefs over facts”
phenomenon often associated with “fake news”.
• unintended consequences due to inadequate problem scoping, terminology
definition, domain knowledge, and stakeholder identification and engagement.
• ideological motivations that affected constraint definitions resulting in solution
spaces that may approach locally optimal but may not be globally optimal.

• Conclusion. Public policy addresses societal issues; RE techniques could be
utilized to support policy creation and implementation.

Research questions
Our initial investigations led to the following research questions:
1. Can we identify challenges associated with defining, formulating
and realizing public policies?
1. Do the challenges have analogs in RE for software intensive systems?

2. How could RE techniques help mitigate the identified public policy
challenges?
1. Can RE techniques be used to proactively identify possible public policy
challenges during formulation and before enactment?
•

Research Method
• MSM was monitored using news feeds such as Google News.
• If article related in some way to announced public policy and the
author’s commentary identified unintended consequences,
then capture that article to the document repository for later
analysis.
• Dataset. 152 articles on government policies, policy topics or policy
initiatives, government procurement and policy implementation
strategies.
Sustainability was primary focus of 37 of the articles or documents.

Topics
• Algorithms, e.g. big data analysis, artificial intelligence
• IT projects, e.g. large-scale publicly funded projects
• Social, e.g. free speech, critical thinking, gender issues, fake news, radicalism
• Privacy, e.g. location data, social media, children’s self-determination
• Policy, e.g. cybersecurity, copyright, taxes, housing
• Climate change, e.g. resilience, carbon emissions, energy, electric vehicles,
pipelines
• Controlled substances, e.g. state versus federal law, avoiding crime, licensing,
taxes
• Equalization, e.g. income, taxes, resources, cost of living

Analysis samples.

Samples

Sample. California Sustainability Policies.
●

California
Sustainabi
lity
Policies
summary

●

●
California
aspires to be
a thoughtleader and
puts into
action a lot of
what we have
learned on
mitigating
sustainability
challenges
over the past
years.

How many ●
things are
being
considered at
CSULB and
the Port of LA
as examples
- shows you
can make
substantial
differences
but at high
costs

● Sustain
Millions of
dollars are
a-bility
being spent on
policy
these initiatives.
What could
have been
achieved if that
money would
have been
spent
somewhere
else, e.g. in
India or another
developing
country where it
can help far
more people
with the same
resources?

●

Prioritizati
on

Observations. (And potential future research)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Legislative contradictions
Same old problem
Holistic perspectives
Identifying the right problem
Side effects
Magnitude of unintended consequences
Affected domains
Privacy
Biases in AI and data mining
Social perspectives
Emotional content
Time

Future research farther from RE.
• Do opinion article writers become thought leaders? Are they good
barometers of the populous and their emotions?
• Can we use machine learning across the “wisdom of the crowd” as a means
to validate what the pundits and politicians are saying?
• Can we extract the core content of each document and perform formal
semantic analysis to identify the biases in the presentation and to
quantify the intensity of the bias?
• Are things really “as bad” as the MSM would seem to want to have us
believe? Is it possible to know the relative scale of the negative elements
– were the reported negatives only a small proportion of the overall
initiatives? Were the reported negatives only relatively rare occurrences in
the greater context of society?
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